PERFECT FOR USE WITH...

- Coffer Dams
- Levee Heightening
- Port Authorities
- Rail Roads
- River Deferment
- Pre Existing Flood Areas

Our innovative Spreader Bar allows our systems to be deployed in problematic areas, with ease and precision.
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THE TRANSFORMING SPREADER BAR IS A LIFTING DEVICE THAT IS CAPABLE OF LIFTING THREE, FOUR OR FIVE BIG BAGS USA SANDBAGS, SUPER SACKS, OR JUMBO BAGS. THE SPREADER BAR CONVERTS TO A SINGLE AXLE PULL BEHIND TRAILER FOR EASY TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE.

CONVERT FROM TRAILER TO LIFTING SYSTEM.

The Transforming Spreader Bar is our innovative solution for deployment of protective flood barriers in areas that are considered dangerous or areas with terrain issues that prevent a standard deployment of Big Bags USA sandbags system. This all inclusive Transforming Spreader Bar unit was designed with versatility, simplicity and speed in mind. The Transforming Spreader Bar device quickly converts from a single axle pull-behind trailer to a Big Bags USA flood barrier lifting system. The product is manufactured in the United States out of high strength reinforced steel.
Deployment of our Spreader Bar is simple and easy to use. No special attachments or equipment is needed. The weight of the bags securely holds themselves in place; this means no special cables or attachments to operate the Spreader Bar!

**THE SPREADER BAR**

**Transforming your lifting needs.**

The Transforming Spreader Bar is both simple and easy to use. Support bars for fork lift and pay loader lifting are incorporated into the design for on the spot positioning and management. The trailer hitch and axle components are removed from the main lifting system with minimal effort by removing the locking pins and safety bolts. Once removed the lifting system may then be attached to the machine of your choice using only standard equipment. Alone, the main Transforming Spreader Bar is capable of lifting three filled Big Bags USA flood barrier sandbags, however by attaching the extensions with the lock pins and safety bolts the lift is now capable of lifting four and five sandbags or one Big Bags USA protective flood barrier system at once. Big Bags USA sandbags system is secured by its own weight therefore the Transforming Spreader Bar requires no special equipment or tools are necessary for successful deployment of our flood barriers. Once you have positioned Big Bag USA flood barrier in place there is no need to for a ground crew to detach the system, simply toggle the Spreader bar lifting device and the break free design effortlessly releases from the deployed Big Bags USA sandbags system for true an accurate deployment of our flood barrier, or placement of filled bulk bags.

**HOW IT WORKS.**

- First, deploy the extender bars.
- Next, attach the Spreader bar to your preferred lift.
- Then, connect your bags by simply placing the loops over the lift bars.
- Ready for lift off; place your bags safely and securely in place.

❖ For more information watch our video on You Tube ™, or visit www.bigbagsusa.com